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ON REfLECTION A~D REfRACTION

by Rendy Seaver

1. I rHRoouCTI 01\

A rJlJestionthat is often ..skedby DXers interested
in medium weve prQpagetion is:

"Is reflection or refraction the mechanism

by which medium freouency redio waves

ere propa~eted by the ionosphere?-

Tne REfL[CTIO~~ erticle in the Sept. 23, 1978

OX ~onitor discussed night meoium wave propagetian

Oy means of ionospneric refraction, meking no

mention of refraction. Some otner erticles,

o~st And present, in the DX club litereture

state that reflection is the primary mechenism

and discount refrection. As is often the cese,
there is considerable confusion over one of the

most fundAmentel ouestions of ionospheric

rArtio wave propagation.

This Article will provide some definitions, present

e detailed description of reflection end refraction,
And will offer tne editor's conclusions on this

5uo,iect.

2. DEF'II'oITIONS

Reflection - This is e weve phenomenon occurring et

councaries oetween different medie (in this case, the

neutral atmospnere and the ionosphere) such that the

direction of at least part of the oncoming wave is

abruptly changed so that it remains in tne same medium.

Reoul~r reflection occurs at plane ooundaries such

tnat the anQle of incidence of the wave to the reflect-

ing surface is eoual to the angle Of reflection from

the reflecting surface; for this case, the refrective

inoex of the reflecting medium is sufficient to

totally reflect the wave. Partial reflection cen

occur at a olane boundary in tne same fasnion as
regulnr reflection if tne refractive index of the

refJcctin~ medium is not sufficient to totally reflect

tne WAve; in tnis case, pert of the wave energy is

reflected bACk to Earth et the plane bOundary and

cArt of the wave energy is refrllcted et the plane
boundAry and continues upward into the ionosphere.

Jiffuse reflection can occur et rouoh or irregulAr

~ouncaries; tne pest example of thi~ is th~ reflection

Of waves by e rough ground, such as mounteins or

v~lley!; where the reflecting surfaca is uneven.

F'qure 1 belo~ Shows the cases of regular reflection

and cartial reflection.

Refraction - This is e weve phenomenon occurring

oetwee" media or within a mediulft Ce.g." the ipnospnere)
in which tne direction of the wave i8 Iftodified .e the
refractive index of the medium changes. In generel, a
radio wave will enter the ionosphere et an engle of .

incidence, encounter en increasing numoer of electrons

and be graduelly bent until it reeChes . peek eltitude,

continue to ce bent until it leev.. the ionosphere
and returns to Earth. The elftountend rete of banding

is determined by the refractive index of the ionosphere
at the particular weve frequency. figure 2 oelow
allOws e refracting wave in the ionosphere.
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F1Qure 2. Refrection of e Redio Wave in thA Innn~~haTe.

Refraction can also occur at e sharp ooundary between
'media if the cnanqe in refrective index is not sufficient
to ceuse totel reflection; this is shown in tne "partial
reflection" sketch in figure 1 eoove.

Refractive Index - The refractive index is a meesure of

the oending of e radio wave between or within media.

The classical equation for the refractive index 1s tor

Appleton fQrmule, which reletes the refractive inep.

to tne numoer of electrons, the strenoth of tnc [artn's

megnetic field, the numDer of electron collisions, an~

the weve freouency. The reeder should refer to tne
severel excellent technical 'books available for t"e
eerivation of the formula (e.g.. Devies,8udden, ~l'pert,
etc). The simplifiee Apoleton formula was oresented in
some eetail in the 9/23/78 R[rLECTIONS article anc

won't be reproduced here. The value of And the
chenge in the refrective index and the aoolication
of Snell's Law determine the amount and rate of
bending tnat e refracting radio wave experiences

in tne ionosphere. Ae noted above, the refractive
index controls both the reflection and refraction
of radio waves, and this will be diSCUssed in
more deteil below.,

3. REFLlCTION AND RErRACTIUN

Reflection of a radio wave will occur if tne chanae
in the refractive index is great enouqn to cause the
weve to change directions suCh that the angle of
incidence and angle of reflection of the wave'to
the boundary of the ionospnera are eoual. If tne
cnange in the refractive index is instantaneous,
then tne change in tne direction of the ray oath
is instantaneous. Since the refractive ince. is

dependent uoon tne number of electrons present alon~
tne ray path in the ionosphere, tne electron oensity
varietion witn altitude is very important.

Consider a model ionosphere which hAS an instantaneous

increase in electron density (N) at altitude (h), as
shown in Fioure 3. . -'-'-
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Now consider a modalionosphera which he. a vBrtical

gradient of BIBctron density with eltitudB up to N

BIBctrons/cu.~.. Bt Bltitude h2' Ba shawn in max
F'1guraIt.
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Figura It. Model Ionosphera with Vertical Gradient

Ray peth (!) is far e WBVe frequency v.ry much below
the oblique critical frequency Of the model ionosphere.

The ray berely penetrates the ionos

~
re before it is

refrected beck to Earth. Rav path 2 fepresentBe
wave frequBncy slightly below thB ob que criticsl
fraquency of the model ionosphere. The refraction
altitude of this rsy is nearly equal to the altitude

~
WhiCh the peek electron density occurs. Rsy path

J rBpresent. e wave frequency fer above thB obliqus
cr tical frequency of the model ionosphere; this ray
is only slightly refracted end continues upward into
the ionosphere.

The E-region of the night ionosphere usually has e

vertical gradient of electron dBnstty at the bsae of

the E-region and a series of one or more electron

density peake as shown in Figure 5. Occasionally,

one of the peaks will become very pronounced, resulting

in a "sporadic E" layer.
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Figure 5., Typical Night E-Region Electron Density ProfUe.

Tha base of the E-region denoted by the eltitude hI ia
usually between 7D and 90 km. The first peak

electron density, h?, is usually between 90 and 100 km.
Several peake in electron density may occur between

90 and 120 km. altitude.

At wavefrequenc1es near the oblique criticel frequency

of the night E region, several ray paths between the

transmitter end receiver may exist when reya with

different angles of incidence refract from the several

E-region p~eka. Thia situation may epproach a "diffusive

reflection" condition. However, experimentsl and theo-

retical data shows thst ionospheric absorption of radio

waves is maximum when the wave frequency and the oblique

critical frequBncy of the E-region arB Bqual. ThBrBfore,

this is probably not e viablB modBl for long distance

medium wave propagation~

Rather than the rather stringent definition of

reflection givBn above, most rBferenceB stet.

that "reflection8 of radio waves occurs if the

wsve is refrected back to Earth in a distance of

one wavelength. For tha night E-region" this

criterion is satisfied for two conditions:

a) Very low frequency wavas that oaraly pBnatrata

the base of the E-region, sinca only a few

electrons are required to refrect these wsveB

back to Earth, and are refractad within a

distance of one wavelength.

b) Some sporedic E layers with large electron

density gradients msy refract medium or
short wsves back to Earth within s wavelength.

Both of these exsmples produce regular reflections.

Medium wava ray paths can bB modelled by simply assuming

that the ray is effectively "reflected" from an 8effec-

tive height" of the night ionosphere such that thB

takeoff and arrival angles ara Bqual. ~hile, in a pure

sense, this is not what really happens as thB wave

passes through the ionosphere, it is sn adequatB approx-

imation for most ray paths. The"effective height" of

~aves ~ith low medium waVB frequBncies will ba lower

than thBt of high. msdium wave frequencies, since more

2
banding occur. .. the wave frequBncy approaches or Bxceeda
the obliquB criticBI fraquBncy of the E-rBgion. For

E-region rBfraction, the "effBctive height" is in the
range of 90 to 110 km. If the ray penetratBs thB E-rBgian
the "et:rlU:t1,ve.height 8 of the rey refracting from the
F-.regio"'wi~'l' UBuallybe well below the elt1tude at

which the pBsk Blactron density of the F-region exists;

typical "effective heights" of rays refracted from thB

F-region are usually in the range of ZOO to JOO km.

It is difficult to be mare precise for the ganBrel CBse

because there Bre many factors to account for; the
real ionosphere, under thB influence of the Earth's

magnetic fiBld. has geographic ,and temporal variations

in the electron density profile.

It. CONCLUSIONS

The general conclusions that CBn be drawn from the
above discussion include::

a)
The ray path of radio waVBS in thB ionosphere

is controllBd by the rBfrectivB index, which

ia s function of the electron density of the

ionospherB Bnd thB WBve frBqusncy.

ThB two basic criteria for reflection are that

it occurs Bt plane boundaries and that the

Bngle of incidence and the angle of reflection
are equal. These criteria are satisfied

only for long wavelength ~aves and SOmB

"sporadic E" layers Bt msdium wave and short
wave frequencies.

The lower part of the night E-region of the

ionoephere usually exhibits a vertical gradient

of electron density ~ith altitude. Consequently,

ionospheric refrection is thB general rule, and
reflection is the exception.

The classical megnetoionic theory

both reflection and refraction in

thaory., Reflection is Bctually B
case of rBfrection.

A model of reflection from en "effBctive

height8 is usually assumBd to greatly

simplify renge and BIBvBtion angle calculations

~th littlB lose in BCcuracy.

b)

c)

d)
encompasses
a uni f1ed

special

B)

DEPARTMENT STORl RADIO

by Cary Simpson
In the Barly days of radio, hundreds of stations

were put on the air by department stores and radio
supply houses or stores. There was a very specific
reason for tnis. Tha stores went ad to sell radios,
and without a station to pick up, people wouldn't
buy their radios.

Thus, even before the Department of Commerce be-
gan to issue licenses, many communities already had
local outlets operating very informally, but enough
hours so that customers of the stores could tune in.
It was all a matter of pastime, or a hobby in those
days. There was no news on the radio, no live music
except at the larger stations.

In Philadelphia, stations were put on the air by
John Wanamaker Store (WOO), Lit Brothars (WLIT) ,
Gimbels (WIP), S~rawbridga & Clothiar (WFI) and sav-
eral other department 3tcr~~. WFI and ~LIT were
merged into WFIL, and WIP remains today. WOO was
taken off the air because the owners of Wanamaker's
saw no future for this "gimmick" that radio seemed
to them to be.

In Chicaso, WLS was operated by Sears, Roebuck
and Company, in New Orleans, Maison Blanche operated
WSMB, and the list could go on and on. Gene Martin
should rasaarcn this sometime and give us a list of
all of them he can remember.

In tne central Pennsy~vania area, Gables Depart-
ment store operated WFBG for)l years before selling
it to Triangla Publications in 1955. That was 24
years ago, but m~ny people in and around Alteona,
who were raised on a steady diet of "Gables Radio"
do not today refer to WFBG as that, but still call
it "Gable's". The habit is too great to break.

In those early days, the station was devoted to
promoting the department store throughout much of
its broadcast day. So, it's no wonder the public
was brainwashed. Thay used to announce the time as
"Ten minutas to nine. Only tan more minutes before
Gable's opens for business." Then, at 9:00, a fan-
fare, and an excited announcer practically screamed
"It's no" 9:00 and the doors swing open on the big-
gast and best department store in all of Pennsylvania!"

The station had its "Crystal Studio" in the store's
Arcade and shoppers could watch the programming from
the rug department.

Can any other "old-timers" recall days of "depart-
ment store radio"? How about the old Yankee Network?
Or The Outlet Stores in Providence?


